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Around the Rink
This season 116 male and 30 female former NAX 
student-athletes find themselves on a junior, col-
lege, or university roster. 37 former NAX players 
played at these levels, but have since pursued 
ventures outside of hockey. 

NAX Alumni Spotlight

This months alumni spotlight player is 
Alli Soyko. Soyko spent the 2019/20 
season with the NAX Female U18 
Prep team.  In 23 CSSHL games the 
Prince Albert, SK forward had 5 goals 
and 10 assists. Alli is currently playing 
in the Alberta Colleges Athletic Con-
ference (ACAC) with the Red Deer 
College Queens. In three games this 
season she has scored three times 
and added one assist. 

Kooper Gizowski, Scott Ratzlaff, and Saige Weinstein all represented Hockey Canada at the U17 
Capital City Challenge. 

U18 Prep defenseman Carter Kowalyk played his first WHL game on November 28 for the Edmon-
ton Oil Kings. U18 Prep forward Zackary Shantz made his WHL debut with the Prince George Cou-
gars the day before.  

Dylan Guenther (Edmonton Oil Kings) played his 100th WHL game, after recording his 100th 
career point earlier in the month. 

Elizabeth Lang (Calgary Dinos) set the Canada West U SPORTS record for fastest hattrick (5:55) 
and was named  Player of the Week for the last week of November. 

Ethan Edwards (Michigan Wolverines) scored his first NCAA goal. Austin Reschny (Okotoks Oilers) 
scored his first AJHL goal. 

NAX goalie coaches Allen York and Dave 
Rathjen have been working with the goalies 
on post play, puck handling, tracking, low 
stance zone save mechanics, rotating
mechanics
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Around the Diamond

NAX Academy

U15

The month of November was full of ups and downs for the U15 team. There's been lots of injuries, 
call ups, and missed games due to illness and suspensions. The boys have battled incredibly hard 
during league play and are currently sitting in second place with games in hand. Coach Stuart is 
happy with where they are at to date and the progression the team is making. Players are making 
huge gains both on and off the ice and it's great to see how hungry and focused the group can be. 

Although not getting the results they wanted in the Hockey Hounds tournament, Coach Stuart be-
lieves it was very beneficial to the team. It showed the pace of AAA hockey, the size and contact of 
older, bigger, stronger players and the boys learned a lot. Coach Stuart could not be prouder of 
their Sunday game and coming out with the victory in a shootout against a much older Cariboo 
AAA club. This group battles hard for one another and Coach Stuart is very excited for what's to 
come for this group. The team was able to attend the Medicine Hat Tigers/Winnipeg Ice game 
which the boys loved and were able to watch many NAX alumni including Matt Savoie. The boys 
have a blast on the road and it's awesome to see how tight they really are becoming.

Looking ahead they have six games before Christmas break, all against high end teams that are 
right behind us in the standings. Coach Stuart is looking forward to hosting their NAX showcase 
weekend and finishing with six wins before the break which would put them in a very good spot 
moving forward for the rest of the season. They will continue to have high pace practices and take 
advantage of skills days to work on individual intangibles. All in all, Coach Stuart is very happy with 
where they’re headed and will continue to strive to develop these players every single day.

NAX Baseball welcomed six new players to the program in November. The athletes are improving 
on all aspects of their games. They are focusing on base running, speed training and strength 
training with Barry Butt and his Premier Strength staff. They are doing infield, outfield and catching 
defense work daily with the full baseball coaching staff. On the mound they are generating more 
speed and strength through our throwing program while training improved movements. Hitters are 
seeing huge improvements and seeing consistency in solid contact and hard hit balls. 
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U15 Prep

U16

An undefeated 8-0 month highlighted by a 3-0 weekend in the crossover showcase including a 
win over the first place team RHA Kelowna, and later in the month a rivalry game they dominat-
ed OHA Edmonton 7-2. 

A long bus trip out to Notre Dame was a first time experience for all the players and assistant 
coach. It was cool to see the history and all the players that went to Notre Dame over the years. 

The practices have been getting better and better, battles days, puck movement, and of course 
root beer Wednesdays. 

The team is looking forward to the WSSC in Calgary and hosting their showcase the weekend 
after. And of course the WHL Draft which takes place December 9, 2021.

Here is how the December schedule looks for the U15 Prep team:

Here is how the December schedule looks for the U15 team:
 

November was a great month, although a busy 
one for the team. They hit their stride and played 
a great team game which led them to win the 
Rocky Mountain Classic in Calgary. The follow-
ing two weeks it seemed the entire team got sick 
and missed practices and school to recover after 
playing seven games in five days at the Rocky 
Mountain Classic. 

It was great for the guys to play different compe-
tition both in the Rocky Mountain Classic and 
then in the CSSHL showcase in Calgary a 
couple weeks later. Overall the team was 9-1 in 
the month of November and are looking forward 
to a couple more weeks of work before the 
Christmas break. 
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U18 Prep 

Female U18 Prep

Here is how the December schedule looks for the U16 team:
 

The U18 Preps finished November with a record of 5-0-1-2

It has been a great month for the U18 team. There have been a lot of details they have been 
focusing on leading into December and gearing up for the Macs Tournament. 

This month a lot of the focus has been on their defensive zone play without the puck. Proper 
angles and stick position, taking away time and space to retrieve the puck back. So far in the year 
the U18 team has the least number of goals against in their division 

They have also been focusing on quick puck retrievals and advancing the puck quick for fast 
offense attacks. Another focus has been on winning their wall battles in the defensive zone.  

Here is how the December schedule looks for the U18 Prep team:

Here is how the December schedule looks for the Female U18 Prep team:

November was a good testing ground for the team. They worked on defending and a ton on 
shooting. They did a lot of neutral zone coverage drills, working on taking away opposing player 
options and creating quick transitions. They worked a lot on one touch passing and shooting, get-
ting their feet around pucks to get stronger shots off quickly, and with the defensemen, avoiding 
shin pads by quick push and pull release shots to get pucks through to the net. They had a rough 
weekend in Calgary where they played well but seemed to just fall short then at the end of the 
month went to Winnipeg where they pushed through some adversity to find their game for the 
Toronto tournament the first week of December.


